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6 Abstract
7 Definitions of output and input are key to studies of productivity analysis, as they are to the national accounts of countries.
8 This paper systematically reviews alternative definitions at production unit and aggregate levels, illustrating the different
9 perspectives that they provide on production and income, and making the case for their use in understanding different
10 aspects of firm and country economic performance.
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14 1 Introduction

15 This paper takes a new look at the production accounts in
16 the international System of National Accounts with
17 emphasis on alternative measures of output and primary
18 input, with implications for the resulting alternative mea-
19 sures of productivity. Perhaps more importantly, the paper
20 considers alternative measures of income generated by the
21 production sector of an economy.
22 As well as their central use in informing macroeconomic
23 policy, national accounts data on inputs and outputs for
24 countries are used extensively in the academic literature on
25 productivity; see for example Solow (1957), Jorgenson and
26 Griliches (1967), Diewert and Fox (1999) and Fernald and
27 Inklaar (2020). They are also used in the literature on effi-
28 ciency analysis; see for example Färe et al. (1994) and
29 Kumar and Russell (2002). Given their extensive use and
30 broad acceptance as the authoritative source of information
31 on economic performance, it is tempting to believe that all
32 matters relating to national accounts have been settled by
33 the international community. Yet the United Nations

34System of National Accounts (SNA), which provides gui-
35dance to countries on optimal practice, is periodically
36revised.1 Hence, it seems worthwhile to suggest an
37accounting framework which would supplement the usual
38gross and net domestic product measures with a measure
39that would better measure the income generated by the
40production sector of a national economy.2

41Here we start from some basic definitions which lead us to
42propose alternatives measures of output, input and income. In
43doing so, we stay within the current production boundaries of
44the SNA 2008. That is, our paper is not a contribution to the
45growing literature on “Beyond GDP” concepts nor on “GDP
46and Beyond”, but rather stays focussed on alternatives within
47the existing SNA production boundary.3
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1 At the time of writing, the current version is the SNA 2008 (United
Nations 2009), with the next revision due to be released in 2025.
2 It should be noted that our preferred measure of income generated by
a production unit is very close to Balk’s Net Value Added; see Balk
(2010; S244) (2011; 503). See also Schreyer (2009; 43-51) on net
income measures in the System of National Accounts. Alternative
income concepts are extensively discussed in Stiglitz et al. (2009).
3 The “Beyond GDP” literature typically focusses on ending the use of
GDP in policy making in favour of alternatives measures of progress.
The “GDP and Beyond” literature focusses retaining GDP but with
possible extensions to better capture things that are important yet are
not currently (well) measured in the national accounts, such as
household work, consumption of free digital goods, or the use of the
environment as an input. See Stiglitz et al. (2009), Coyle and Mitra-
Kahn (2017), OECD (2018), Corrado et al. (2017) and Brynjolfsson
et al. (2019).
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48 The model of production that we use in this paper is
49 based on treating capital as both an input used and output
50 produced by the production sector of an economy. This
51 model of production was developed by the economist Hicks
52 and the accountants Edwards and Bell as shown by the
53 following two quotations:
54 “We must look at the production process during a period
55 of time, with a beginning and an end. It starts, at the
56 commencement of the Period, with an Initial Capital Stock;
57 to this there is applied a Flow Input of labour, and from it
58 there emerges a Flow Output called Consumption; then
59 there is a Closing Stock of Capital left over at the end. If
60 Inputs are the things that are put in, the Outputs are the
61 things that are got out, and the production of the Period is
62 considered in isolation, then the Initial Capital Stock is an
63 Input. A Stock Input to the Flow Input of labour; and further
64 (what is less well recognised in the tradition, but is equally
65 clear when we are strict with translation), the Closing
66 Capital Stock is an Output, a Stock Output to match the
67 Flow Output of Consumption Goods. Both input and output
68 have stock and flow components; capital appears both as
69 input and as output” John R. Hicks (1961; 23).
70 “The business firm can be viewed as a receptacle into
71 which factors of production, or inputs, flow and out of
72 which outputs flow…The total of the inputs with which the
73 firm can work within the time period specified includes
74 those inherited from the previous period and those acquired
75 during the current period. The total of the outputs of the
76 business firm in the same period includes the amounts of
77 outputs currently sold and the amounts of inputs which are
78 bequeathed to the firm in its succeeding period of activity.”
79 Edgar O. Edwards and Philip W. Bell (1961; 71-72).
80 Hicks and Edwards and Bell obviously had the same model
81 of production in mind: in each accounting period, the business
82 unit combines the capital stocks and goods in process that it
83 has inherited from the previous period with “flow” inputs
84 purchased in the current period (such as labour, materials,
85 services and additional durable inputs) to produce current
86 period “flow” outputs as well as end of the period depreciated
87 capital stock components which are regarded as outputs from
88 the perspective of the current period (but will be regarded as
89 inputs from the perspective of the next period). This model of
90 production could be viewed as an Austrian model of produc-
91 tion in honour of the Austrian economist Böhm-Bawerk
92 (1891) who viewed production as an activity which used raw
93 materials and labour to further process partly finished goods
94 into finally demanded goods.4

95The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next
96section introduces production accounting using a simplified
97context of a single production unit. Section 3 considers
98alternative net output, input and income concepts for a
99production unit, and Section 4 provides additional discus-
100sion about our accounting framework. Section 5 considers
101corresponding economy wide measures with multiple types
102of capital and Section 6 concludes.

1032 Production unit accounting: the hicks and
104edwards and bell framework

105In order to simplify the notation, we consider a very simple
106model of production in this section for a single production
107unit that produces or uses only six types of goods and
108services during an accounting period t. A production unit
109could be a firm, a division of a firm or what national income
110accountants call an establishment. The establishment must
111be able to provide period by period accounting information
112about periodic revenues and costs as well as balance sheet
113information on the status of its asset holdings at the end of
114each accounting period.
115Equation (1) below defines the production unit’s pure
116profits in period t, ∏t, using the Hicks, Edwards and Bell
117approach to production theory:

Πt � Pt
YQ

t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z � Pt

IPQ
t
IP � Pt

LQ
t
L þ Pt

KQ
t
K � 1þ rtð ÞPt�1

K Qt�1
K

ð1Þ
118119
120The price and quantity variables appearing on the right
121hand side of (1) are defined as follows:
122Pt

Y ≡ (unit value) price of output Y during period t;
123Qt

Y � total quantity of output y produced during period t;
124Pt

Z � (unit value) price of intermediate input Z purchased
125during period t;
126Qt

Z � total quantity purchased of intermediate input Z
127purchased during period t;
128Pt

IP � (unit value) price of one unit of an investment
129good purchased during period t;
130Qt

IP � total number of units of the investment good
131purchased during period t;
132Pt

L � wage rate for one hour of labour used by the
133producer during period t
134Qt

L � total hours worked in period t by the type of labour
135under consideration;
136Pt

K � price of a unit of the capital stock held by the unit
137at the end of period t;
138Qt

K � quantity of the capital stock held by the production
139unit at the end of period t;
140Pt�1

K � price of a unit of the capital stock held by the unit
141at the beginning of period t;

4 This Austrian model of production was further developed by von
Neumann (1937) and Malinvaud (1953) but these authors did not
develop the user cost implications of the model. On the user cost
implications of the Austrian model, see Hicks (1973; 27-35) and
Diewert (1977; 108-111) (1980; 472-474). Balk (2010) (2011) used
this neo-Austrian accounting framework.
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142 Qt�1
K � quantity of the capital stock held by the unit at

143 the beginning of period t;
144 rt � period t cost of capital for the production unit.
145 Units of the total output Qt

Y could be sold to domestic
146 customers or could be exported. Later in the paper, this dis-
147 tinction will become important when we aggregate over pro-
148 ducers but at present, we do not have to distinguish domestic
149 sales from foreign sales. Similarly, units of the intermediate
150 input and units of the investment good could be purchased
151 from domestic suppliers or could be imported.5

152 We note that prices and quantities of output, intermediate
153 input, purchased investment goods and labour can in principle
154 be observed by the accountant. However, the quantity and price
155 of the production unit’s beginning and end of period capita
156 stocks, Qt�1

K , Qt
K , P

t�1
K and Pt

K , typically cannot be observed
157 but must be estimated by the accountant. We will indicate how
158 this can be done shortly. The production unit’s period t cost of
159 capital is denoted by rt on the right hand side of (1). If the
160 production unit purchased its beginning of period t capital stock
161 and financed this purchase by issuing a one period bond at the
162 interest rate rt* in the amount equal to Pt�1

K Qt�1
K , then rt in

163 definition (1) would equal the observed bond interest rate rt*.6

164 However, in general, since a firm’s holdings of beginning of the
165 period assets are financed by a mixture of debt and equity
166 capital, a firm’s weighted cost of capital must be estimated by
167 the national income accountant since there is no unambiguous
168 estimate for the equity portion of a firm’s financialQ1 capital.
169 Standard firm accounting does not allow for a deduction
170 for the cost of equity capital7 but following Hicks’ (1946)
171 intertemporal theory of the firm, it is clear that future cash
172 flows should be discounted by an appropriate interest rate or
173 cost of capital in order to make future cash flows compar-
174 able to present cash. Accounting conventions suggest that
175 current period flows should be cumulated over the
176 accounting period and “realised” at the end of the
177 accounting period.8 Thus the discounted pure profits of the
178 production unit for period t are equal to minus the beginning
179 of the period cost of the capital stock, �Pt�1

K Qt�1
K , plus the

180period t discounted cash flow of firm revenues minus firm
181expenditures on flow inputs and market purchases of invest-
182ment goods, 1þ rtð Þ�1 Pt

YQ
t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z � Pt

IPQ
t
IP � Pt

LQ
t
L

� �
,

183plus the discounted end of period value of the production
184unit’s capital stock, 1þ rtð Þ�1Pt

KQ
t
K . But if we measure

185profits from the perspective of the end of period t, then the
186resulting “anti-discounted” profits are equal to
1871þ rtð ÞPt�1

K Qt�1
K plus cash flow plus the value of the capital

188stock at the end of period t, which is equal to pure profits ∏t

189defined by (1).
190At this point, we need to make some assumptions about
191investments, depreciation and capital stocks. The first point
192to note is that, in general, investment goods could be pur-
193chased or they could be manufactured by the production
194unit. Thus we have defined Pt

IP and Qt
IP as the period t price

195and quantity of purchased investment goods. However, the
196production unit may also produce units of the investment
197good internally for its own use. Thus define Qt

II > 0 as the
198amount of internally produced investment (or own-account
199investment) and Pt

II as the imputed price for a unit of this
200internally produced investment.9 Define period t total
201investment as the sum of purchased investment, Qt

IP, plus
202internally produced investment, Qt

II :

Qt
I ¼ Qt

IP þ Qt
II ð2Þ

203204205Our next assumption relates period t total investment to
206the beginning and end of period t capital stocks held by the
207unit; i.e., we assume that the following equation holds:

Qt
K ¼ 1� δtð ÞQt�1

K þ Qt
I ð3Þ

208209

210where δt is the period t geometric depreciation rate that is
211applied to the production unit’s beginning of the period
212capital stock Qt�1

K in order to obtain the number of constant
213quality units of the initial capital stock at the end of period t
214that are equivalent to new units of the capital stock.10

5 If the Production Unit (PU) is producing the investment good as an
output, then sales of these investment goods are included in Pt

YQ
t
Y .

However, for the PU that purchases the investment good, the pur-
chases are recorded in the purchasing unit’s Pt

IPQ
t
IP. Similarly, flow

outputs of the PU under consideration that are purchased by other
domestic units are recorded in the purchasing unit’s Pt

ZQ
t
Z .

6 See Diewert (2014) for a more complete accounting model that deals
with the financing of the initial capital stock and other financial
transactions using the Hicksian accounting framework.
7 This accounting convention dates back to Garske and Fells (1893). For
a discussion of this convention, see Anthony (1973). Diewert and Fox
(1999) attributed some of the fall in the worldwide fall in Total Factor
Productivity during the 1970s to the problems associated with measuring
income using historical cost accounting when inflation is high.
8 “This [convention] accords with the assumption conventional in
discrete compounding that flows occur at the end of each period.” K.V.
Peasnell (1981; 56).

9 If Qt
II ¼ 0; there is no need to impute Pt

II . If Q
t
II > 0, then define Pt

II
as the average cost of producing the internally manufactured invest-
ment goods. Typically, Qt

II will be a small amount of total investment.
If firms make very large infrastructure investments such as building
pipelines or new natural gas liquefaction plants, then internally pro-
duced investments become important.
10 The geometric model of depreciation was used by Jorgenson and
Griliches (1967) in their classic study of the Total Factor Productivity
of the U.S. economy. For additional materials on the geometric model
of depreciation, see Jorgenson (1989) (1996a) (1996b) and Schreyer
(2001) (2009). Schreyer (2009) and Balk (2011) both introduce a
modification of the classical geometric depreciation model by
assuming that this period’s investment adds to the productive capital
stock at the midpoint of the present period instead of at the end of the
current period. This is a reasonable assumption but implementing it
leads to extra complications in that we need to construct separate user
costs for new investments and the depreciated capital stocks at the end
of the accounting period. Also deferring depreciation of newly pur-
chased capital stocks until the period after their purchase is consistent
with accounting conventions; see Peasnell (1981).
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215 The price of a new unit of the capital stock at the
216 beginning of period t, Pt�1

K , should be equal to the price of a
217 new investment good at the beginning of period t. Note that
218 this beginning of the period price is not necessarily equal to
219 the period t market price of the investment good, Pt

IP, since
220 Pt

IP price represents the average price of the investment
221 good over the entire duration of period t. Similarly, the price
222 of a new unit of the capital stock at the end of period t, Pt

K ,
223 is not necessarily equal to Pt

IP. If inflation is low, then Pt
K

224 could be approximated by Pt
IP. If general inflation is high

225 during period t, then Pt
K could be approximated by (½)

226 Pt�1
IP þ (½) Pt

IP.
11 More generally, one could argue that in a

227 situation where asset prices are very volatile, instead of
228 using the price of an investment good at the beginning and
229 end of a period, one should use a longer run smoothed
230 investment price for Pt

K that captures the trend in the price
231 of a new unit of a particular capital stock component.
232 Typically firms do not actually sell their capital stocks; they
233 hold units of their capital stock until they are completely
234 worn out. However, the owners of firms are interested in
235 end of period values for the capital stocks held by the firm
236 because there is always the option of selling these capital
237 stocks. If asset prices are very volatile, using a smoothed
238 estimate for the current values of capital stock components
239 may give investors a more realistic picture of the current
240 opportunity cost of holding the existing capital stocks in the
241 production unit rather than using an estimated current value
242 which is subject to large fluctuations.
243 In any case, we assume that the national income
244 accountant has estimates available for the beginning and
245 end of period t prices of a new unit of the capital stock.
246 These prices can be used to define the period t asset inflation
247 rate it using the following equation:

1þ it ¼ Pt
K=P

t�1
K ð4Þ

248249250 Thus Pt
K ¼ 1þ itð ÞPt�1

K . Now use (4) to eliminate Pt
K

251 and use (3) to eliminate Qt
K from definition (1). This allows

252 us to express period t pure profits ∏t for the production unit
253 as follows:

Πt ¼ Pt
YQ

t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z � Pt

IPQ
t
IP � Pt

LQ
t
L

þ 1þ itð ÞPt�1
K 1� δtð ÞQt�1

K þ Qt
I

� �� 1þ rtð ÞPt�1
K Qt�1

K

¼ Pt
YQ

t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z � Pt

IPQ
t
IP þ Pt

KQ
t
I � Pt

LQ
t
L � UtQt�1

K

ð5Þ
254255

256The period t user cost of capital Ut which makes its
257appearance in the second line of (5) is defined as follows:12

Ut ¼ 1þ rtð Þ � 1þ itð Þ 1� δtð Þ½ �Pt�1
K

¼ rt � it þ 1þ itð Þδt½ �Pt�1
K

ð6Þ

258259260Thus the user cost of capital consists of three terms: the
261interest rate term rtPt�1

K , less an asset price inflation term
262�iPt�1

K , plus a depreciation term valued at the end of period
263price of a new asset, 1þ itð ÞδtPt�1

K ¼ δtPt
K .

13

264Note that the treatment of investment in expression (5) is
265not conventional: see the terms �Pt

IPQ
t
IP þ Pt

KQ
t
I which add

266to profits the value of total investment Qt
I valued at the end

267of period price of a unit of capital, Pt
K , and subtract the value

268of purchased investment valued at market prices, �Pt
IPQ

t
IP.

269The remaining terms in (5) are conventional: Pt
YQ

t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z

270is equal to revenues less payments for intermediate inputs, or
271value added, and Pt

LQ
t
L þ UtQt�1

K is primary input cost made
272up of labour cost, Pt

LQ
t
L, and capital services cost, UtQt�1

K .
273It should be noted that a conventional economic treat-
274ment of firm accounting would not measure profits
275according to definition (1) or its special case (5) which was
276derived from (1) using assumptions (2)−(4). Conventional
277economic accounting would immediately capitalise all
278investments and define conventional period t pure profits of
279the production unit, Πt�, as follows:

Πt� � Pt
YQ

t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z � Pt

LQ
t
L � UtQt�1

K ð7Þ

280281282However, Πt� defined by (7) will equal ∏t defined by (1) or
283(5) if the end of period t price of capital, Pt

K , is set equal to the
284period t average price of market purchased investments, Pt

IP,
285and if there are no internally produced investment goods so
286that total investment, Qt

I , equals purchased investment, Qt
IP.

287In the following section, we will look at alternative
288output and input measures that could be constructed using
289our Hicksian measurement framework.

2903 Alternative domestic net output, input and
291income concepts

292Period t Gross Domestic Input or Income generated by the
293production unit, GDIt, can be defined as the value of labour

11 Commercial accounting “solves” this capital stock valuation pro-
blem by using historical cost accounting which simply carries forward
the initial purchase value of a capital stock and applies a suitable
depreciation rate to this initial value without making any adjustment
for price change. See Ijiri (1979) for a defence of historical cost
accounting.

12 Babbage (1835; 287) described the user cost idea in words and Walras
(1954; 268-269) developed an explicit user cost formula (in 1874) as did
the industrial engineer Church (1901; 907-908). Alternative derivations of
a user cost formula may be found in Jorgenson (1963) (1989) (1996b),
Griliches (1963; 120), Christensen and Jorgenson (1969; 302), Diewert
(1974; 504) and Diewert and Lawrence (2000; 276).
13 If the asset is a land or structure asset, then the use of this input may
also be subject to a property tax. If the period t property tax rate τt is a
percentage of the beginning of the period value of the asset, then the
user cost becomes rt � it þ 1þ itð Þδt þ τt½ �Pt�1

K .
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294 services Pt
LQ

t
L plus the value of capital services U

tQt�1
K plus

295 the value of pure profits ∏t:

GDIt � Pt
LQ

t
L þ UtQt�1

K þ Πt ð8Þ

296297298 To get the measure of production unit output that cor-
299 responds to the income measure defined by (8), replace ∏t in
300 (8) by the right hand side of (5). Period t Gross Domestic
301 Output, GDOt, is then defined as follows:

GDOt � Pt
YQ

t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z � Pt

IPQ
t
IP þ Pt

KQ
t
I

¼ CVAt þ Pt
KQ

t
I

¼ GDIt
ð9Þ

302303304305 where period t Comprehensive Value Added of the
306 production unit, CVAt, is defined as Regular Value Added,
307 VAt � Pt

YQ
t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z , less market expenditures on the

308 investment good, Pt
IPQ

t
IP.

14 Thus period t CVAt is defined as:

CVAt � Pt
YQ

t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z � Pt

IPQ
t
IP

¼ VAt � Pt
IPQ

t
IP

ð10Þ
309310
311 Suppose the following conditions hold:

Pt
K ¼ Pt

IP; Q
t
I ¼ Qt

IP ð11Þ
312313314 Then it can be seen that our measure of gross output,
315 GDOt, is equal to Regular Value added, VAt.
316 The problem with the gross income measure, GDIt

317 defined by (8) is that it includes the value of depreciation as
318 a component of income. But depreciation is not a compo-
319 nent of income that can be spent on the purchase of con-
320 sumer goods and services. Thus the depreciation component
321 of user cost should be removed as a source of income and
322 transferred to the net output accounts; i.e., depreciation
323 should be treated as deduction from production unit rev-
324 enues and be treated as a type of intertemporal intermediate
325 input.15 The period t value of depreciation (valued at end of
326 period prices of the capital stock) is
327 Pt

Kδ
tQt�1

K ¼ 1þ itð ÞδtPt�1
K Qt�1

K . Subtract this term from
328 period t Gross Domestic Income to define the period t Net
329 Domestic Income, NDIt, generated by the production unit:

NDIt � GDIt � 1þ itð ÞδtPt�1
K Qt�1

K

¼ Pt
LQ

t
L þ rt � it½ �Pt�1

K Qt�1
K þ Πt using ð8Þ and ð6Þ ð12Þ

330331

332In order to obtain the output measure NDOt that matches
333up with the net income measure NDIt defined by (12),
334substitute the right hand side of (5) to eliminate ∏t from the
335second line in (12). We obtain the following expression for
336the Net Domestic Output NDOt produced by the production
337unit during period t:

NDOt � Pt
YQ

t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z � Pt

IPQ
t
IP þ Pt

K Qt
I � δtQt�1

K

� �
¼ CVAt þ Pt

K Qt
I � δtQt�1

K

� �
using definition 10ð Þ

¼ CVAt þ Pt
K Qt

K � Qt�1
K

� �
using 3ð Þ

¼ NDIt

ð13Þ

338339

340The second line of (13) tells us that period t Net
341Domestic Output is equal to the production unit’s Com-
342prehensive Value Added, CVAt, plus the production unit’s
343period t gross investment, Qt

I , less period t depreciation of
344the starting capital stock, δtQt�1

K , valued at the end of period
345capital stock price, Pt

K . Note that Q
t
I � δtQt�1

K ¼ Qt
K � Qt�1

K

346is period t net investment.
347The measure of net output defined by (13) looks rea-
348sonable enough. It adds the value of net investment
349(valued at the end of period price for units of the capital
350stock) to a comprehensive measure of value added pro-
351duced by the production unit during period t. Thus this net
352output measure is consistent with Pigou’s (1941;
353273−274) preference for an output measure that is con-
354sistent with maintaining the physical capital stock. How-
355ever, the problem with the net output measures of output
356and income, NDOt and NDIt, is the fact that the income
357measure does not accurately measure the nominal income
358generated by the production unit over the period; NDIt

359omits the capital gains (or losses) that accrue to the initial
360capital stock held by the production unit. Adding these
361capital gains to NDIt leads to period t Comprehensive Net
362Domestic Income generated by the producer over period t,
363CNDIt, defined as follows:

CNDIt � Pt
LQ

t
L þ rtPt�1

K Qt�1
K þ Πt

¼ NDIt þ itPt�1
K Qt�1

K using the second line in 12ð Þ ð14Þ

364365
366The first line in (14) tells us comprehensive net income is
367equal to payments to labour Pt

LQ
t
L plus interest and dividend

368payments to the owners of the production unit for tying up
369their capital for the period, rtPt�1

K Qt�1
K , plus any pure profits

370∏t that might have occurred.16 The second line in (14) tells14 The production unit could be producing units of the capital stock
and this production would be included in the definition of a firm’s
regular value added. However, purchases of units of the capital stock
are not included in regular value added because the cost of purchased
investment goods is capitalised and depreciated over time using nor-
mal accounting procedures. Comprehensive Value Added allows
revenues from sales of the investment good and costs from purchases
of the investment good to enter the net output aggregate.
15 See Hicks (1946; 174) (1973; 155), Samuelson (1961) and Balk
(2010) (2011) on alternative definitions of income and on the treatment
of depreciation. See also Schreyer (2009; 43-51) and Stiglitz et al.
(2009) on net income measures in the System of National Accounts.

16 Rymes (1968) (1983) defined rtPt�1
K Qt�1

K as waiting services and
advocated replacing the user cost of capital by waiting services. The
term “waiting” can be traced back to Marshall (1920; 232): “And
human nature being what it is, we are justified in speaking of the
interest on capital as the reward of the sacrifice involved in the waiting
for the enjoyment of material resources, because few people would
save much without reward; just as we speak of wages as the reward of
labour, because few people would work hard without reward”.
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371 us that CNDIt is equal to NDIt plus capital gains on the
372 production unit’s initial capital stock.
373 In order to determine the net output measure that matches
374 up with the comprehensive measure of income defined by
375 the first line in (14), we use the right hand side of (5) to
376 eliminate ∏t from the right hand side of (14). We obtain the
377 following expression for period t Comprehensive Net
378 Domestic Output, CNDOt for the production unit:

CNDOt � Pt
YQ

t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z � Pt

IPQ
t
IP þ Pt

K Qt
I � δtQt�1

K

� �þ itPt�1
K Qt�1

K

¼ CVAt þ Pt
K Qt

I � δtQt�1
K

� �þ itPt�1
K Qt�1

K using 10ð Þ
¼ CVAt þ Pt

K Qt
K � Qt�1

K

� �þ itPt�1
K Qt�1

K using 3ð Þ
¼ CVAt þ Pt

KQ
t
K � ð1þ itÞPt�1

K Qt�1
K þ itPt�1

K Qt�1
K using 4ð Þ

¼ CVAt þ Pt
KQ

t
K � Pt�1

K Qt�1
K

¼ NDOt þ itPt�1
K Qt�1

K

ð15Þ
379380
381 The second last line in (15) tells us that our compre-
382 hensive measure of net domestic product for the production
383 unit CNDOt is equal to comprehensive value added, CVAt,
384 plus the value of the end of period capital stock, Pt

KQ
t
K , less

385 the value of the beginning of the period capital stock,
386 Pt�1

K Qt�1
K . This is a very straightforward definition of net

387 (nominal) output. On the other hand, the net domestic
388 measure of output, NDOt, is equal to CVAt plus the net
389 change in the capital stock evaluated at end of period prices,
390 Pt

K Qt
K � Qt�1

K

� �
. The last line in (15) shows that CNDOt is

391 equal to NDOt plus asset appreciation itPt�1
K Qt�1

K if the asset
392 inflation rate it is positive. If it is negative due to obsoles-
393 cence or other reasons, then Comprehensive Net Domestic
394 Output will be less than Net Domestic Output. Thus the
395 comprehensive net income measure is a maintenance of
396 financial capital approach to the measurement of income
397 whereas the net income measure is a maintenance of real
398 physical capital approach.
399 Having estimates of the nominal income generated by a
400 production unit is not the end of the story. In order to
401 evaluate the contributions of a production sector to the
402 creation of income, it is useful to convert the nominal
403 income measure into a real income measure. That is, the
404 nominal measure of income can be divided by a consumer
405 price index to convert nominal income flows into real
406 income flows. We note that our suggested comprehensive
407 measure of real income generated by a production unit
408 (which is CNDIt deflated by a consumer price index) is
409 exactly the income concept recommended by the accountant
410 Sterling:
411 “It follows that the appropriate procedure is to (1) adjust
412 the present statement to current values and (2) adjust the
413 previous statement by a price index. It is important to
414 recognise that both adjustments are necessary and that
415 neither is a substitute for the other. Confusion on this point
416 is widespread.” Robert R. Sterling (1975; 51).

417Sterling (1975; 50) termed his income concept Price Level
418Adjusted Current Value Income. Unfortunately, Sterling’s
419income concept has not been widely endorsed in accounting
420circles due to difficulties in implementing it in an unambig-
421uous manner. But conceptually, Sterling’s income concept is
422consistent with our Comprehensive Net Domestic Product
423income concept that is deflated by a consumer price index.
424Which income concept is “best”? The gross income
425concept clearly overstates sustainable consumption and so
426this concept can be dismissed. However, choosing between
427the physical and real financial maintenance perspectives is
428more problematical: reasonable economists could differ on
429this choice. The merits of the two perspectives were
430debated by Pigou and Hayek over 80 years ago. Pigou
431(1941; 273-274) favoured the maintenance of physical
432capital approach while Hayek (1941; 276-277) favoured
433the maintenance of real financial capital approach (the
434approach of Sterling). Hayek noted that obsolescence of a
435capital good17 leads to a loss of income which is not cap-
436tured in the maintenance of physical capital approach to
437income measurement but it is captured in the maintenance
438of financial capital approach. Moreover, the approach of
439Pigou does not capture the gains in income that are gen-
440erated by increasing land prices. The amount of land could
441remain constant but increases in the price of business land
442that are greater than the change in the consumer price index
443should lead to an increase in the real income generated by a
444production unit but the physical approach neglects these
445real income gains. If a price increase in an asset is foreseen,
446then the revaluation term can be regarded as a positive
447contribution to the net revenues produced by the produc-
448tion unit under consideration; i.e., the unit “transports” the
449asset from a time when it is less valued to a time when it is
450more highly valued.
451As Hicks (1946; 184) said in his income chapter: “What
452a tricky business this all is!”
453Table 1 shows the relationship of the three alternative
454definitions of output and relationship of the three matching
455definitions of income or primary input, where CVAt �
456Pt

YQ
t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z � Pt

IPQ
t
IP ¼ VAt � Pt

IPQ
t
IP is Comprehensive

457Value Added from (10), and rt � it þ 1þ itð Þδt½ �Pt�1
K ¼ Ut

458is the user cost of capital from (6):18

17 This is the case where it is negative.
18 Balk (2010; S239-S247) introduced many more rows to Table 1 by
decomposing user cost into four separate components and then shifting
these components from the input column to the output column. We
note that his decomposition of user cost into separate components is
slightly different from our decomposition. Balk correctly includes
property taxes in user cost so this adds the term τPt�1

K Qt�1
K to the

income column in Table 1. Thus we regard property taxes paid by the
Production Unit as a contribution to all of the income concepts defined
in Table 1. Our rt is a gross rate of return that includes income taxes
paid by the Production Unit so income taxes also contribute to all
forms of income defined in Table 1.
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459 Following Balk (2010), one can define (one plus)
460 Productivity Growth (or Total Factor Productivity
461 Growth) of the Production Unit in time period t relative
462 to a base period 0, Prodt, as the Fisher (1922) quantity
463 index of (net) outputs relating period t to period 0
464 divided by the corresponding Fisher quantity index of
465 inputs.19 For each row in Table 1, there is a different
466 productivity measure. For the Gross Output concept, the
467 period t output prices are Pt

Y , P
t
Z , P

t
IP and Pt

K and the
468 corresponding period t quantities are Qt

Y , Q
t
Z , �Qt

IP and
469 Qt

I . The corresponding period t input prices are Pt
L and

470 Ut ¼ rt � it þ 1þ itð Þδt½ �Pt�1
K and the period t input

471 quantities are Qt
L and Qt�1

K . For the Comprehensive Net
472 Income concept, the period t output prices are Pt

Y , P
t
Z ,

473 Pt
IP, Pt

K and it � 1þ itð Þδt½ �Pt�1
K and the corresponding

474 period t quantities are Qt
Y , Q

t
Z , �Qt

IP, Q
t
K and Qt�1

K . The
475 period t input prices are Pt

L and rtPt�1
K and the corre-

476 sponding period t input quantities are Qt
L and Qt�1

K . Note
477 that pure profits Πt do not appear in either the output or
478 input index numbers in this Balkian framework.
479 Choose a row in Table 1 and denote the period t output
480 price and quantity vectors by pt and yt. Denote the period t
481 input price and quantity vectors by wt and xt. Denote the
482 Fisher output and input price and quantity indexes for
483 period t relative to period 0 by PF p0; pt; y0; y1ð Þ ¼ pt�½ y0 pt �
484 yt=p0 � y0p0yt�1=2 and QF p0; pt; y0; ytð Þ ¼ p0 � ytpt � yt=p0½
485 �y0pt � y0�1=2 (for outputs) and PF w0; wt; x0; xtð Þ ¼ wt�½
486 x0wt � xt=w0 � x0w0xt�1=2 and QF w0;wt; x0; xtð Þ ¼ w0 � xtwt½
487 �xt=w0 � x0wt � x0�1=2 (for inputs). Thus Prodt ¼ QF p0; pt;ð
488 y0; ytÞ=QF w0; w1; x0; x1ð Þ and Balk’s (2010: S233) growth
489 accounting decomposition into explanatory factors for the
490 output/income concept defined by pt·yt is the following
491 identity:

pt � yt
p0 � y0 ¼ Prodt � QF w0; wt; x0; xtð Þ

PF p0; pt; y0; ytð Þ ð16Þ

492493

494Thus (one plus) nominal output/income growth is equal
495to Productivity growth times (one plus) input quantity
496growth divided by (one plus) output price growth.20

4974 Discussion of alternative approaches to
498firm accounting

499We will attempt to clarify some of our definitions and provide
500additional discussion about our accounting framework.21

5014.1 Observed prices and quantities versus imputed
502prices and quantities

503It is useful to distinguish a production unit’s actual
504(observable) period t revenues and costs from imputed costs
505and revenues. Period t prices and quantities that are in
506principle observable are revenues Pt

YQ
t
Y , intermediate input

507costs Pt
ZQ

t
Z , purchased investments Pt

IPQ
t
IP and labour costs

508Pt
LQ

t
L.
22 Imputed variables in our accounting framework are

509the prices and quantities of the capital stock at the beginning
510and end of the period, Pt�1

K , Pt
K , Q

t�1
K and Qt

K ,the price and
511quantity of own account investment, Pt

II and Qt
II , the period

512t cost of financial capital (the reference interest rate) r+ and
513the period t rate of geometric depreciation δt. Accounting
514theorists and practitioners have long stressed the importance
515of using actual data23 and the difficulties associated with the

Table 1 Alternative Output and
Corresponding Income Concepts

Output Concepts Income Concepts

GDOt ¼ CVAt þ Pt
KQ

t
I GDIt ¼ Pt

LQ
t
L þ rt � it þ 1þ itð Þδt½ �Pt�1

K Qt�1
K þ Πt

NDOt ¼ GDOt � 1þ itð ÞδtPt�1
K Qt�1

K NDIt ¼ Pt
LQ

t
L þ rt � it½ �Pt�1

K Qt�1
K þ Πt

CNDOt ¼ NDOt þ itPt�1
K Qt�1

K CNDIt ¼ Pt
LQ

t
L þ rtPt�1

K Qt�1
K þ Πt

19 The idea of defining TFP growth as an output index divided by an
input index goes back to Jorgenson and Griliches (1967). Balk prob-
ably chose the Fisher index as his functional form for price and
quantity indexes because of its superior axiomatic properties; see
Diewert (1992). Balk’s accounting approach to productivity mea-
surement draws on Diewert (1990) and Diewert and Nakamura (2003)
but is more general since Balk allows profits to be nonzero.

20 Using the Törnqvist index number formula in place of the Fisher
formula, Kohli (1990) was able to obtain a growth accounting
decomposition that was more detailed, i.e., the output price index and
the input quantity index were decomposed into individual price and
quantity explanatory factors; see also Diewert and Morrison (1986).
These authors assumed that profits were equal to zero.
21 This section was added in response to the comments of the referees
on an earlier draught.
22 As was indicated in Section 2, the quantities are total amounts
purchased or sold during period t and the corresponding prices are unit
value prices. The use of unit value prices to aggregate over transac-
tions made during the accounting period was recommended by early
index number theorists; see Walsh (1901; 96) and Fisher (1922; 318).
If units of the capital stock are sold during the accounting period, then
Qt

IP becomes net asset purchases and could become negative if asset
sales are bigger than asset purchases.
23 Accounting theorists have stressed the importance of using trans-
actions data which are objective, reliable and reproducible; see Daines
(1929; 99-101) and Ijiri (1979) on objectivity, Canning (1929; 321) on
reliability and Davidson et al. (1976; 225) on reproducibility.
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516 use of imputed data.24 However, in order to evaluate firm
517 performance over a given (short) time period, it is necessary
518 to value capital stocks at the beginning and end of the
519 accounting period. This valuation exercise involves a model
520 of depreciation of the capital stocks and a model for pricing
521 depreciated capital stocks. Thus imperfect imputations are
522 required in order to evaluate firm performance over the
523 accounting period. These valuation problems are caused by
524 the durability of capital inputs in the production process.25

525 In the following paragraph, we will define various aggre-
526 gates that are based on observable data.
527 The four categories of observable revenues and costs can
528 be combined in various ways in order to define the fol-
529 lowing observable aggregates:

VAt � Pt
YQ

t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z : ValueAdded;

CVAt � VAt � Pt
IPQ

t
IP : ComprehensiveValue Added;

CFt � Pt
YQ

t
Y � Pt

ZQ
t
Z � Pt

LQ
t
L : Cash Flow;

CCFt � CFt � Pt
IPQ

t
IP : Comprehensive Cash Flow

ð17Þ

530531532 The above definitions for period t Value Added and Cash
533 Flow are reasonably well established in the economics and
534 accounting literature.26 Our definitions for CVAt and CCFt

535 simply subtract market expenditures on the investment
536 good,27 Pt

IPQ
t
IP, from VAt and CFt, respectively. Using the

537 above definition of Value Added, definition (1) for period t
538 pure profits Πt of the production unit can be written as
539 follows:

Πt ¼ VAt � Pt
LQ

t
L � Pt

IPQ
t
IP þ Pt

KQ
t
K � 1þ rtð ÞPt�1

K Qt�1
K

ð18Þ540541

5424.2 Can neo-austrian profit be written as a flow?

543A referee pointed out that our definition (1) of pure profit
544involved a mixture of stock and flow variables and one can
545ask whether pure profits can be rewritten purely in terms of
546flow variables. Using the geometric model of depreciation,
547we showed that pure profits Πt defined by (1) are equal to
548the expression on the right hand side of (5). Using definition
549(17) of period t cash flow CFt, (5) can be rewritten as fol-
550lows:

Πt ¼ CFt � UtQt�1
K þ Pt

KQ
t
I � Pt

IPQ
t
IP ð19Þ

551552553The user cost price of the beginning of the period capital
554stock, Ut, was defined by (6). UtQt�1

K is conceptually equal
555to the cost of renting the initial capital stock and hence is a
556flow variable. If we use (6) to decompose the user cost into
557its components, then we have the following decomposition:

UtQt�1
K ¼ rtPt�1

K Qt�1
K � itPt�1

K Qt�1
K þ 1þ itð ÞδtPt�1

K Qt�1
K

¼ interest cost� revaluationþ depreciation:

ð20Þ
558559560Thus the various components of the cost of using the
561initial capital stock can also be decomposed into flows. We
562also need to rewrite the final two terms on the right hand
563side of (19) in terms of flows that make sense. Replace total
564period t investment Qt

I by the sum of own account invest-
565ment Qt

II and purchased investment Qt
IP. This leads to the

566following equations:

Pt
KQ

t
I � Pt

IPQ
t
IP ¼ Pt

K Qt
II þ Qt

IP

� �� Pt
IPQ

t
IP

¼ Pt
K � Pt

IP

� �
Qt

IP þ Pt
KQ

t
II

ð21Þ

567568569The term Pt
KQ

t
II is the imputed value of own account

570investment valued at the end of period price for a unit of the
571capital stock which is Pt

K . This term is a flow. The term
572Pt

K � Pt
IP

� �
Qt

IP is a revaluation term for purchased invest-
573ment and hence is also a flow variable. This term will
574contribute to period t profits if the end of period price of an
575investment good, Pt

K , is greater than the within the period
576purchase price for the investment good, Pt

IP. The terms on
577the right hand side of (21) are flows so it is possible to
578interpret our measure of pure profits in terms of period
579t flows.
580There is no explicit revaluation term for own account
581investment because there is no explicit purchase price for
582this type of investment. The cost of own account investment
583is included in intermediate input, labour and capital services
584that were used to produce Qt

II . If these costs could be
585separated from the overall costs Pt

ZQ
t
Z , P

t
LQ

t
L and UtQt�1

K ,
586then these separated costs could be cumulated and divided
587by Qt

II to give us an estimated (or imputed) price Pt
II . One

24 See Daines (1929; 98) and Ijiri (1979; 66).
25 “The main problem is that when a reproducible capital input is
purchased for use by a production unit at the beginning of an
accounting period, we cannot simply charge the entire purchase cost to
the period of purchase. Since the benefits of using the capital asset
extend over more than one period, the initial purchase cost must be
distributed somehow over the useful life of the asset. This is the
fundamental problem of accounting.” W. Erwin Diewert (2005a; 480).
26 In the accounting literature, our Cash Flow is roughly equivalent to
Cash Flow from Operations. Our measure of Comprehensive Cash
Flow includes (net) purchases of the investment good. Our compre-
hensive measure is not a truly comprehensive measure because it
excludes transactions in financial markets that determine the produc-
tion unit’s cost of capital, rt. For models that integrate financial
transactions into the Neo-Austrian model, see Diewert (2014) and
Diewert et al. (2016).
27 If the production unit sells part of its beginning of the period capital
stock during period t, then QIP

t is interpreted as net (market) purchases
of the investment good and if period t asset sales are bigger than asset
purchases, then QIP

t becomes negative.
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588 could then use the new costs of intermediates, labour and
589 capital services along with a new cost category, Pt

IIQ
t
II , and

590 the decomposition (21) would be replaced by the symmetric
591 decomposition
592 Pt

KQ
t
I � Pt

IPQ
t
IP ¼ Pt

K � Pt
IP

� �
Qt

IP þ Pt
K � Pt

II

� �
Qt

II :
28

593 Note that that the flow decomposition defined by (21)
594 can be applied to our definition of Gross Domestic Output,
595 GDOt, defined by (9). Using (9), (17) and (21), we have:

GDOt ¼ VAt þ Pt
KQ

t
I � Pt

IPQ
t
IP

¼ VAt þ Pt
KQ

t
II þ Pt

K � Pt
IP

� �
Qt

IP

ð22Þ

596597598 Thus Neo-Austrian Gross Domestic Output is equal to
599 traditional Value Added VAt plus Own Account Investment
600 valued at the end of period investment price Pt

KQ
t
II plus

601 Revaluation Gains on purchased investment
602 Pt

K � Pt
IP

� �
Qt

IP. Thus if there is no own account investment
603 and the end of period price of a unit of the capital stock is
604 Pt

K is set equal to the average period price of capital stock
605 purchases Pt

IP, then the last two terms on the right hand side
606 of (22) vanish and our GDOt is equal to traditional value
607 added VAt.

608 4.3 Should asset price change be added to net
609 output?

610 Schreyer (2009; 50-51) has an extensive discussion on
611 alternative net income concepts and he updates the Pigou
612 (1941)-Hayek (1941) controversy on whether income con-
613 cepts should hold constant the physical capital stock (the
614 Pigou position) or the real financial capital stock (the Hayek
615 position). In our accounting framework, this controversy
616 boils down to a choice between Net Domestic Output or
617 Comprehensive Net Domestic Output.
618 It has long been recognized that measures of Gross
619 Domestic Output overstate the value to society of produc-
620 tion because depreciation of the beginning of the period
621 capital stock is not deducted from measures of gross out-
622 put.29 Thus from a theoretical point of view, deducting
623 depreciation from the measure of gross output has not been
624 controversial. However, adding capital gains (or losses) to a
625 measure of net output has been resisted by national income
626 accountants. Schreyer explained why the current System of
627 National Accounts does not add the value of (net) capital

628gains on the initial capital stock (the term itPt�1
K Qt�1

K to the
629value of net output:
630“The present Manual uses a notion of depreciation that
631does not encompass the changes in relative prices of assets.
632There are several reasons for this.

633● The first reason is that it keeps the supply side and
634production perspective of the economy separate from
635the demand and consumer side. A measure of deprecia-
636tion that captures the discounted value of capital used up
637in production and the investment needed to keep the
638productive capacity of the economy intact fits into a
639supply-side perspective. A consumer or demand side
640perspective can easily be added by considering wealth
641effects arising with the ownership of productive assets
642but it seems better to keep these effects separate rather
643than lumping them together in the first place.
644● The second reason is that present practice in OECD
645countries’ national accounts corresponds to a notion of
646depreciation that excludes wealth effects. Also, if one
647wanted to bring real wealth effects into measures of
648depreciation, there is a question whether such effects should
649be integrated asymmetrically (capturing only expected real
650holding losses) or symmetrically (allowing also for real
651holding gains). However, we reiterate that different
652analytical questions may give rise to different treatment
653of relative price changes for capital goods. In particular, for
654the analysis of wealth effects and associated welfare
655considerations, it is meaningful to account for real price
656changes. Net income would then decline in the presence of
657expected holding losses and rise in the presence of expected
658holding gains.” Schreyer (2009; 51).
659

660There is a third reason to exclude holding gains from a
661measure of net output: asset price inflation, it, can be very
662large and positive (and negative) and thus the addition of
663the term itPt�1

K Qt�1
K to the measure of net output can lead to

664an income measure that is extremely volatile. Our suggested
665solution to this volatility problem is to replace actual ex post
666asset price inflation rates by smoothed asset inflation rates.30

667Thus computing a nonvolatile measure of comprehensive
668net output requires two major imputation models: a model
669of depreciation and a model for smoothing asset prices.
670It is unfortunate that a useful measure of comprehensive
671net income generated by a production unit requires so many
672imputations, but we believe it is important for statistical
673offices to provide a measure of comprehensive net income
674due to the increasing importance of land as a factor of

28 If the investment good is being produced by the production unit,
then sales of the good would appear as a revenue item. Thus own
account production is interpreted as production of the investment good
for use by the production unit for its own use in the following period.
29 For example, see Samuelson (1961), Schreyer (2009; 43) and Balk
(2010; S244) for discussions of this issue. Before the use of memory
chips became widespread, measures of gross and net output tended to
move in a proportional manner, so growth rates of gross and net
domestic product were similar. However, Spant (2003) showed
empirically that this similarity in growth rates no longer holds.

30 This volatility problem shows up in the user cost of land which can
easily become negative if ex post asset inflation rates are used as the it.
The use of smoothed asset price inflation rates in the user cost formula
will tend to eliminate negative user costs; see Diewert and Fox (2018).
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675 production. In many countries, the value of land is com-
676 parable to the value of reproducible capital and land prices
677 have been increasing over past decades. Thus capital gains
678 on land holdings have become an important source of
679 income which is not being measured by many countries.
680 The above discussion can be summarised as follows:

681 ● Gross Domestic Output is a useful measure of output
682 because it can be produced by National Statistical
683 Offices without making a lot of imputations. Thus it can
684 be regarded as a more reliable measure of output.
685 ● Net Domestic Output is also a useful measure of output
686 that better reflects sustainable output. It requires some
687 imputations in order to determine depreciation and
688 smoothed asset inflation rates.
689 ● Comprehensive Net Domestic Output is a useful measure
690 of the income generated by the production sector. In order
691 to avoid huge fluctuations in this measure, smoothed asset
692 inflation rates should be used. This measure of output
693 requires three sets of imputations: one for determining
694 depreciation (and capital stocks), one for determining
695 beginning of the period asset prices and one for determining
696 smoothed asset inflation rates.
697

698 Our Neo-Austrian approach to the valuation of invest-
699 ment is consistent with current value accounting theory
700 since our methodology follows exactly the approach of
701 Edwards and Bell (1961) who are respected accounting
702 theorists. Moreover, if we deflate our measure of Compre-
703 hensive Net Domestic Income, CNDIt ¼ Pt

LQ
t
Lþ

704 rtPt�1
K Qt�1

K þ Πt, by the country’s Consumer Price Index for
705 the end of period t, Pt

CPI , then we obtain a measure of real
706 income generated by the Production Unit that was recom-
707 mended by the accountant Sterling (1975; 50). Thus our
708 approach to firm accounting unifies national income
709 accounting theory with business firm accounting.
710 In the following subsection, we specialise the Neo-
711 Austrian approach to accounting to the problems associated
712 with the treatment of land.31

713 4.4 The treatment of land

714 The algebra in Section 4.2 can be applied to a Production
715 Unit that uses land services as an input. For simplicity,
716 assume that land is the single asset used in production. Thus
717 Qt�1

k is the amount of land available to the Production Unit
718 (PU) at the beginning of period t and its (imputed) price is
719 Pt�1

k . The PU may purchase additional units of land during
720 period t Qt

IP at the price Pt
IP. It may be the case that the PU

721converts undeveloped land into higher quality land so own
722account production of land, Qt

II could be positive. For
723simplicity, we will assume that there is no own account
724investment in land development. Thus period t investment
725in land Qt

I is equal to Qt
II and the corresponding investment

726price Pt
I is equal to Pt

IP. Thus gross (and net) investment in
727land during period t is equal to the difference between the
728end of period and the beginning of period quantities of land:

Qt
I ¼ Qt

K � Qt�1
K ð23Þ

729730731Equation (23) is consistent with the geometric model of
732depreciation if we set the period t depreciation rate δt equal
733to zero. If Qt

I > 0, then Pt
I is the purchase price for newly

734acquired land; if Qt
I < 0, then Pt

I is the observed selling price
735for sold land. With these assumptions, pure profits for the
736PU are defined as follows:

Qt ¼ CFt þ Pt
IQ

t
I þ Pt

KQ
t
K � 1þ rtð ÞPt�1

K Qt�1
K

¼ CFt þ Pt
I Qt

K � Qt�1
K

� �þ Pt
KQ

t
K � 1þ rtð ÞPt�1

K Qt�1
K using 23ð Þ

¼ CFt þ Pt
K � Pt

I

� �
Qt

I � UtQt�1
K

ð24Þ

737738739where the user cost of capital is defined as Ut ¼ rt � itð ÞPt�1
K

740when the depreciation rate δt= 0. Thus pure profits are equal to
741cash flow less the user cost of land plus the term Pt

K � Pt
I

� �
Qt

I

742which is equal to the end of period capital gains or losses on the
743(net) purchases of land made during the accounting period.
744Typically, this capital gains term will be small.
745Since the depreciation rate for land is zero, our measures
746of gross and net domestic output, GDOt and NDOt, will be
747equal. Thus for land investments, Table 1 in Section 3
748becomes Table 2.
749A number of points of interest emerge from a study of
750Table 2:

751● The asset inflation rate for land, it, can exceed the
752reference cost of capital, rt, and so the user cost of
753capital in this case, rt � it½ �Pt�1

K , becomes a user benefit.
754● Our GDO concept differs from national accounts GDP by
755adding the asset revaluation term Pt

K � Pt
I

� �
Qt

I . As was
756mentioned above, for an individual production unit, this
757revaluation term will usually be small for an individual firm
758or sector. However, when we aggregate over production
759units in the national economy, the Pt

IQ
t
I terms will sum to

760zero, so effectively, we are adding the term Pt
KQ

t
I term to

761value added to obtain our Neo-Austrian measure of gross
762output. In many economies, agricultural land (which has a
763low price) is converted into commercial, industrial and
764residential land (which tends to have a much higher price).
765Thus in aggregate, adding the terms Pt

KQ
t
I for the different

766types of land to value added will tend to give a significant
767boost to our measure of gross output.

31 For a specialisation of the Neo-Austrian approach to the treatment
of inventory change, see Diewert (2005b), and for a specialisation to
the resource depletion context, see Diewert and Fox (2016).
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768 ● Our measure of Comprehensive Net Output adds the
769 capital gains (or losses if it is negative) on the value of
770 land over the accounting period, itPt�1

K Qt�1
K , to gross

771 output. This term can be very large. Thus it is important
772 to include land in the list of productive assets when
773 constructing a measure of income generated by the
774 production sector of an economy.
775

776 It should be noted that our preferred measure of the
777 income generated by a production unit is only loosely
778 related to the aggregate income of the residents of a country;
779 i.e., some fraction of the domestic capital stock will be
780 owned by nonresidents and thus some of the returns gen-
781 erated by the production unit will flow to nonresident
782 owners. There are many additional measurement problems
783 that we have not addressed in this paper.32

784 5 Economy wide measures of output, input
785 and income

786 In this section, we extend the analysis to many types of capital
787 and we also aggregate over production units. Suppose there are
788 F production units in the economy, N types of capital, J classes
789 of outputs (including outputs of capital goods) andM classes of
790 intermediate inputs (excluding capital good purchases).33 The
791 counterparts to definitions (1)−(6) will be explained below.
792 Define the period t pure profits of production unit f,

Qt
f ,

793 as follows, for f= 1, …, F:

Πt
f �

PJ
j¼1

Pt
YfjQ

t
Yfj �

PM
m¼1

Pt
ZfmQ

t
Zfm � PN

n¼1
Pt
IPfnQ

t
IPfn

�Pt
Lf Q

t
Lf þ

PN
n¼1

Pt
KfnQ

t
Kfn � 1þ rtð Þ PN

n¼1
Pt�1
KfnQ

t�1
Kfn

¼ VAt
f � Pt

Lf Q
t
Lf þ

PN
n¼1

Pt
IPfnQ

t
IPfn þ

PN
n¼1

Pt
KfnQ

t
Kfn

� 1þ rtð Þ PN
n¼1

Pt�1
KfnQ

t�1
Kfn

ð25Þ

794795796The Value Added for production unit f, VAt
f , is defined as

797follows, for f ¼ 1; ¼ ; F:

VAt
f �

XJ
j¼1

Pt
YfjQ

t
Yfj �

XM
m¼1

Pt
ZfmQ

t
Zfm ð26Þ

798799800The various price and quantity variables appearing on the
801right hand side of definitions (25) and (26) are defined as
802follows:
803Pt

Yfj � (unit value) price of output j sold by production
804unit f during period t;
805Qt

Yfj � total quantity of output j produced by unit f during
806period t;
807Pt

Zfm � (unit value) price of intermediate input m pur-
808chased by unit f during period t;
809Qt

Zfm � total quantity purchased of intermediate input m
810purchased by unit f during period t;
811Pt

IPfn � (unit value) price of one unit of investment good
812n purchased by unit f during period t;
813Qt

IPfn � total number of units of the investment good n
814purchased by unit f during period t;
815Pt

Lf � wage rate for one hour of labour used by unit f
816during period t,
817Qt

Lf � total hours worked for unit f in period t;
818Pt

Kfn � price of a unit of capital stock n held by unit f at
819the end of period t;
820Qt

Kfn � quantity of capital stock n held by unit f at the
821end of period t;
822Pt�1

Kfn � price of a unit of the capital stock n held by unit f
823at the beginning of period t;
824Qt�1

Kfn � quantity of capital stock n held by unit f at the
825beginning of period t;
826rt � period t cost of capital for all production units.
827The assumption that the cost of capital rt is constant across
828all production units is only a very rough approximation to
829reality. We make this assumption because at a later stage of
830our analysis, we adapt our algebra to the problem of deter-
831mining an economy wide ex post rate return on capital.
832We have defined Pt

IPfn and Qt
IPfn as the period t price and

833quantity of purchases of investment good n by production
834unit f. However, each production unit may also produce
835units of the investment good internally for its own use. Thus
836define Qt

IIfn � 0 as the amount of internally produced
837investment good n by unit f and Pt

IIfn as the corresponding
838imputed price for a unit of this internally produced invest-
839ment. Define period t total investment in the nth capital stock
840by production unit f as the sum of purchased investment,

Table 2 Gross Output and
Comprehensive Net Output for
Land Investments

Output Concepts Income Concepts

GDOt ¼ VAt þ Pt
K � Pt

I

� �
Qt

I GDIt ¼ Pt
LQ

t
L þ rt � it½ �Pt�1

K Qt�1
K þ Πt

CNDOt ¼ GDOt þ itPt�1
K Qt�1

K CNDIt ¼ Pt
LQ

t
L þ rtPt�1

K Qt�1
K þ Πt

32 The reader is directed to the work of Stiglitz et al. (2009), Schreyer
(2009) and Balk (2010) (2011) for extended discussions of the many
important measurement problems associated with measuring gross and
net output for the production accounts.
33 To keep our notation as simple as possible, we have only one type
of labour in the economy. The algebra can readily be generalised to
many types of labour.
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841 Qt
IPfn, plus internally produced investment, Qt

IIfn:

Qt
Ifn � Qt

IPfn þ Qt
IIfn; f ¼ 1; ¼ ;F; n ¼ 1; ¼ ;N ð27Þ

842843844 As in the previous section, we assume that geometric
845 depreciation applies to each capital stock. Thus we assume
846 that the following relationships between beginning and end
847 of period capital stocks and total investment hold:

Qt
Kfn ¼ 1� δtn

� �
Qt�1

Kfn þ Qt
Ifn; f ¼ 1; ¼ ;F; n ¼ 1; ¼ ;N ð28Þ

848849850 Note that the period t geometric depreciation rate for the
851 nth type of capital, δttn , depends on t and n but not on f.
852 Using these assumptions, it can be shown that we can obtain
853 the following expression for the pure profits of Production
854 Unit f for f= 1, …, F:34

Πt
f ¼

PJ
j¼1

Pt
YfjQ

t
Yfj �

PM
m¼1

Pt
ZfmQ

t
Zfm � Pt

Lf Q
t
Lf �

PN
n¼1

Ut
fnQ

t�1
Kfn

þ PN
n¼1

Pt
KfnQ

t
Ifn �

PN
n¼1

Pt
IPfnQ

t
IPfn

ð29Þ

855856
857 where the user cost of capital stock component n for unit f is

858 defined as Ut
fn � rt � itfn þ 1þ itfn

� �
δtn

h i
Pt
Kfn and the

859 capital stock asset inflation rates itfn are defined by

860 1þ itfn

� �
� Pt

Kfn=P
t�1
Kfn for f= 1,…, F and n= 1,…,N. In

861 what follows, we make the simplifying assumption that for
862 each asset n, the inflation rate for each production unit is
863 constant, i.e., we assume that for f= 1,…, F and
864 n= 1,…,N.

865 For each class of the six quantity variables on the right hand

866 side of (29), define the corresponding national aggregate by

867 summing over production units. Thus Qt
Yj �

PF
f¼1 Q

t
Yfj for

868 j= 1,…, J; Qt
Zm � PF

f¼1 Q
t
Zfm for m= 1,…,M; Qt

L � P
f¼1

869 FQt
Lf ; Q

t�1
Kn � PF

f¼1 Q
t�1
Kfn for n= 1,…,N; Qt

In �
PF

f¼1 Q
t
Ifn

870 for n= 1,…,N and Qt
IPn �

PF
f¼1 Q

t
IPfn for n= 1,…,N.

871 Define the corresponding national unit value prices as

872 follows: Pt
Yj �

PF
f¼1 P

t
YfjQ

t
Yfj

h i
=Qt

Yj for j= 1, …, J; Pt
Zm �

873
PF

f¼1 P
t
ZfmQ

t
Zfm

h i
=Qt

Zm for m= 1,…,M; Pt
L �

PF
f¼1 PLf

h
874 tQt

Lf �=Qt
L; Ut

n �
PF

f¼1 U
t
fnQ

t�1
Kfn

h i
=Qt�1

Kn for n= 1, …, N;

875 Pt
In �

PF
f¼1 P

t
KfnQ

t
Ifn

h i
=Qt

In for n= 1, …, N;35 and Pt
IPn �

876
PF

f¼1 P
t
IPfnQ

t
IPfn

h i
=Qt

IPn for n= 1, …, N.

877Finally, define national value added, VAt, by summing
878value added over the production units:

VAt �
XF
f¼1

XJ
j¼1

Pt
YfjQ

t
Yfj �

XM
m¼1

Pt
ZfmQ

t
Zfm

" #
ð30Þ

879880881National pure profits, Πt, are obtained by summing the
882production unit profits Πt

f defined by (29). Using the above
883definitions, we obtain the following decomposition of national
884pure profits into national explanatory aggregates:

Πt � PF
f¼1

Πt
f

¼ VAt � Pt
LQ

t
L �

PN
n¼1

Ut
nQ

t�1
Kn þ PN

n¼1
Pt
InQ

t
In �

PN
n¼1

Pt
IPnQ

t
IPn

ð31Þ

885886887The definition and decomposition of profits given by (31)
888is the macroeconomic counterpart to the microeconomic
889decomposition of profits given by (19). Using (31), period t
890Neo-Austrian National Gross Domestic Output is defined
891by (32) and the companion Gross Domestic Income is
892defined by (33):

GDOt � VAt þ
XN
n¼1

Pt
InQ

t
In �

XN
n¼1

Pt
IPnQ

t
IPn; ð32Þ

893894
GDIt � Pt

LQ
t
L þ

XN
n¼1

Ut
nQ

t�1
Kn þ Πt ð33Þ

895896
897In order to define Neo-Austrian National Net
898Domestic Output, we need to decompose user costs into
899various components. Define the national beginning of
900period t stock of asset n as Qt�1

Kn � PF
f¼1 Q

t�1
Kfn for

901n= 1,…, N. Define the corresponding unit value prices
902as Pt�1

Kn � PF
f¼1 P

t�1
KfnQ

t�1
Kfn=Q

t
Kn for n= 1,…, N. Under our

903assumptions, we can rewrite
PN

n¼1 U
t
nQ

t�1
Kn as follows:

PN
n¼1

Ut
nQ

t�1
Kn ¼ PN

n¼1

PF
f¼1

Ut
fnQ

t�1
Kfn

¼ PN
n¼1

PF
f¼1

rt � itn þ 1þ itn
� �

δtn
� �

Pt�1
KfnQ

t�1
Kfn

¼ PN
n¼1

rt � itn þ 1þ itn
� �

δtn
� � PF

f¼1
Pt�1
KfnQ

t�1
Kfn

¼ PN
n¼1

rt � itn þ 1þ itn
� �

δtn
� �

Pt�1
Kn Q

t�1
Kn

¼ PN
n¼1

rt � itn
� �

Pt�1
Kn Q

t�1
Kn þ PN

n¼1
1þ itn
� �

δtnP
t�1
Kn Q

t�1
Kn

ð34Þ

904905
906To obtain National Net Domestic Output, NDOt, use
907(34) and simply shift the depreciation terms,
908

PN
n¼1 1þ itn

� �
δtnP

t�1
Kn Q

t�1
Kn , from the input side of the

909accounts to the output side. Thus we have the following
910definitions for NDOt and the companion input or income

34 Eq. (29) are production unit counterparts to Eq. (19) above.
35 Note that the unit value price for total period t investment in

asset n, Pt
In is equal to

PF
f¼1

Pt
KfnQ

t
Ifn divided by total investment in

asset n, Qt
In �

PF
f¼1 Q

t
Ifn. Using the Hicks, Edwards and Bell

accounting framework leads to total investment being valued at end
of period prices for the various assets.
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911 concept NDIt:

NDOt � GDOt �
XN
n¼1

1þ itn
� �

δtnP
t�1
Kn Q

t�1
Kn ; ð35Þ

912913

NDIt � Pt
LQ

t
L þ

XN
n¼1

rt � itn
� �

Pt�1
Kn Q

t�1
Kn þ Πt ð36Þ

914915
916 Finally, to obtain Comprehensive Net Domestic Output,
917 CNDOt, shift (minus) capital gains on the value of the initial

918 national capital stock, �PN
n¼1 i

t
nP

t�1
Kn Q

t�1
Kn , from the input

919 side of the accounts to the output side. Thus we have the
920 following definitions for CNDOt and the companion input
921 or income concept CNDIt:

CNDOt � NDOt þ
XN
n¼1

itnP
t�1
Kn Q

t�1
Kn ; ð37Þ

922923

CNDIt � Pt
LQ

t
L þ

XN
n¼1

rtPt�1
Kn Q

t�1
Kn þ Πt ð38Þ

924925
926 The interpretation of the various macroeconomic con-
927 cepts follows along the same lines as our discussions of
928 the microeconomic concepts. However, there is a reduc-
929 tion in data requirements when we move to the national
930 level from the individual firm or sectoral level: inter-
931 mediate input transactions cancel out when we do the
932 aggregation. If we focus on production unit deliveries to
933 final demand, we do not need to collect data on inter-
934 mediate input transactions.
935 The flow outputs of a PU are delivered to: (i) other
936 domestic Production Units who use the delivered outputs
937 as intermediate inputs or as additions to their capital
938 stocks; (ii) domestic households; (iii) the general gov-
939 ernment sector or (iv) the export sector. The flow inputs
940 used by a PU come from either domestic producers or
941 imports.
942 Thus it can be seen that aggregate value added is equal to
943 the value of household expenditures on consumer goods and
944 services (valued at producer prices)36 plus the value of gov-
945 ernment (net) purchases of goods and services from the private
946 production sector plus the value of exports (before export
947 taxes) less the value of imports (after import taxes) plus the
948 aggregate value of purchased investments. Suppose we have
949 period t price and quantity indexes for these four components
950 of final demand, say Pt

C; P
t
G, Pt

x and Pt
M for prices and

951Qt
C; Q

t
G, Q

t
x and Qt

M for quantities.37 Then it can be seen that
952the following equality holds:

VAt ¼ Pt
CQ

t
C þ Pt

GQ
t
G þ Pt

XQ
t
X � Pt

MQ
t
M þ

XN
n¼1

Pt
IPnQ

t
IPn

ð39Þ
953954955Now replace VAt in (32), which defined Gross Domestic
956Output GDOt, and we obtain the following expression:

GDOt � Pt
CQ

t
C þ Pt

GQ
t
G þ Pt

XQ
t
X � Pt

MQ
t
M þ

XN
n¼1

Pt
InQ

t
In

ð40Þ
957958959Neo-Austrian GDOt is essentially equal to standard
960expenditure side GDP at producer prices except that gross
961investment is valued at end of period prices instead of at the
962average prices of investment transactions during period t.
963Thus our economy wide various output and input measures
964defined above can be computed using standard macro-
965economic data for an economy.

9666 Conclusion

967We have systematically introduced alternative output, input
968and income concepts, for both individual production units
969(such as firms) and at aggregate levels. The differences in
970definitions have their roots in an Austrian model of pro-
971duction (Böhm-Bawerk 1891) and the debate between
972Pigou (1941) and Hayek (1941) on the maintenance of
973physical versus financial capital.
974This paper contributes to the literature by making clear
975the definitions and their relationships, highlighting how
976each provides a different perspective. For example, each
977definition of output (at both individual production unit and
978aggregate levels) provides a different perspective of pro-
979duction. Use of price deflated versions of these output
980concepts in productivity studies will typically lead to dif-
981ferent perspectives on productivity performance. Similarly
982for the primary output/income concepts.
983Researchers using firm level data can use the results on
984individual production units from Section 3 to provide an
985enhanced view of sources of firm performance. More
986importantly for economic management, the aggregate
987measures presented in Section 5 could be calculated by
988national statistical offices, providing macroeconomists and

36 Jorgenson and Griliches (1972) noted the importance of using
prices that producers face in productivity studies. If an output of a
domestic producer is taxed, then the producer only gets the before tax
price to add to revenue; if an imported good or service is taxed, then
the producer faces the after tax price and the after tax value of the input
should be added to producer cost.

37 However, there is a problem with taxed intermediate inputs that are
produced domestically and purchased by a domestic final demander.
The tax revenue raised by this internal commodity tax does not cancel
out as we aggregate over units. For more on the treatment of taxes in
the production accounts, see Diewert (2006).
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989 productivity researchers with additional information that
990 can be used to better inform policy.
991 We are not advocating the abandonment of GDP; it is a
992 useful measure that serves many purposes and has the
993 advantage of requiring a minimal number of imputations.
994 But it would be useful to have a supplementary input
995 measure that better approximated the income generated by
996 domestic producers.
997 Finally, we note that our accounting approach is based
998 on a branch of commercial accounting theory and thus our
999 approach reconciles commercial accounting with national
1000 income accounting.
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